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NetSketch 1.4 adds drawing replay and rich community integration
Published on 12/05/08
Gotow.net is pleased to announce the release of NetSketch 1.4, a collaborative drawing
application for the iPhone and iPod Touch. NetSketch sports a powerful vector graphics
engine that has been fine-tuned for mobile artists. Create detailed drawings with infinite
pan and zoom, a full-spectrum color picker, and a fast eyedropper tool. Version 1.4 adds
the much-requested replay feature and a new community browser.
Blacksburg, VA - Gotow.net is pleased to announce the release of NetSketch 1.4, a
collaborative drawing application for the iPhone and iPod Touch. NetSketch sports a
powerful vector graphics engine that has been fine-tuned for mobile artists. Create
detailed drawings with infinite pan and zoom, a full-spectrum color picker, and a fast
eyedropper tool. Take NetSketch to a meeting or lecture and use it's WiFi sharing features
to draw with people on other iPhones in real-time. Version 1.4 adds the much-requested
replay feature and a new community browser!
Since it's release, NetSketch has included an online community where users can post their
work. Now, you can watch replays of drawings by other NetSketch users, leave comments, and
explore the best of NetSketch - without leaving the app! Explore thousands of drawings
uploaded to My NetSketch and upload your own work for a community experience unmatched
in
other drawing apps.
About Netsketch
NetSketch allows you to draw on the iPod's screen using a full range of colors and brush
sizes. You can share drawings over the wireless network, and others using the NetSketch
application can contribute to your work. As you draw, everyone's changes are reflected in
real time.
Unlike other drawing programs, NetSketch features infinite pan and zoom based on familiar
gestures. It is the only iPhone app to render drawings in a fully scalable vector space
independent of the size of the iPhone's screen. When you zoom in, you get smooth, accurate
lines - not huge pixels.
System Requirements:
iPhone or iPod Touch. Wireless network required for collaboration and community features.
Pricing and Availability:
NetSketch is $5.99 (USD), and is available for immediate download on the iTunes App Store.
For a free promotional copy of NetSketch 1.4 and more information about the app, contact
Ben Gotow.
NetSketch Website:
http://www.netsketchapp.com/
My NetSketch:
http://my.netsketchapp.com/
Gotow.net Website:
http://www.gotow.net/

Gotow.net is a creative studio offering web development and programming services, in
addition to software for the Mac OS and iPhone. Copyright 2008 Gotow.net. All Rights
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